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A Faster Way to Build

Optional highly efficient fiberglass insulation system

Daylight panels in peak

Engineered, relocatable structures designed for 
gymnasiums and sports facilities worldwide. 
Sprung’s rust-free aluminum substructure comes 
with a 50-year, pro-rata guarantee. 

Expand education sports programsCommunity sports facilities

Optional glazing walls Attractive membrane color options Large clearspan interiors

Gymnasiums
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Sprung Instant Structures Ltd. 
PO Box 62, Maple Leaf Road 
Aldersyde, Alberta, Canada T0L 0A0
 
Toll Free: 1 800 528.9899 
Direct Dial: 1 403 601.2292 
Fax: 1 403 601.4833

Sprung Structures DWC-LLC 
PO Box 712185, Dubai, United Arab Emirates 
Telephone: +971.508312274

Sprung Instant Structures E.C. 
Office 45 Building 225, Road 28, Block 328
Siqqayyah Manama 999, Bahrain BH 26105
Telephone: 9 733 951 1127

Sprung Instant Structures, Inc. 
5711 West Dannon Way 
West Jordan, Utah 84081 
 
Toll Free: 1 800 528.9899 
Direct Dial: 1 801 280.1555 
Fax: 1 801 280.7072

Martensville Athletic Pavilion
City of Martensville, Saskatchewan,
Canada
140’ wide by 290’ long
 The community needed an athletic facility 
with a dual purpose: it would be used by the 
city as well as the local high school. Speed 
and cost were prime factors in determining 
the best solution.
 A Sprung Structure provided a state 
of the art, dynamic building solution 
that houses three full size basketball 
courts, upper running track, fitness area, 
multipurpose offices and concession.
 The structure was erected in the fall of 
2013 and enclosed quickly so that interior 
work could be completed while being 
protected from the outside elements. The 
structure opened in the fall of 2014.
 The Sprung structure was completed on 
time and on budget. Due to the cost savings 
of not having to build a separate gymnasium 
at the local high school, the city was able 
to add a 500 - person theatre that is used 
for the high school during the day and the 
community at night.

Blood Tribe Kainai Multi-purpose Center 
Southern Alberta
130’ wide x 290’ long
 Home of the Kainai Nation. 
 Located in Southern Alberta, the Blood
Tribe is situated on the largest reserve in 
Canada comprised of over 12,000 
members. With the proximity close to the 
Rocky Mountains, significant winds are a 
common occurrence.  
 Over the past 10 years, the Blood Tribe 
determined that to help their community 
prosper, a multi-purpose recreation facility 
was needed to address their pressing health 
and wellness issues.  
 After carefully considering a number of 
building alternatives, it was determined that 
the Sprung structure technology would be 
an ideal building envelope to accommodate 
a wide range of needs and applications.  
 Within a few short months, a fully 
insulated Sprung structure was erected 
featuring Kynar desert tan and brownstone 
red membrane.

Blackrock College - Dublin, Ireland
80’ wide x 185’ long fully insulated 
 Blackrock College is one of the 
most prestigious schools in Ireland and 
is especially well known for it’s sports 
program. Facing a tight time line and 
budget, they wanted a state-of-the-art, 
unconventional sports facility.
 This sports facility was erected in a 
fraction of the time and cost compared to 
conventional construction methods. 
•  Self-supporting canopy over the  
 main entrance 
•  Hard wall “Sprung Shield” running down 
 the interior and exterior of the structure 
 wall to cover the ducting while also 
 providing a protective rebound wall
•  Daylight panels in peak of the structures 
 provide an optimum amount of natural 
 light. Enhancing the playing environment.
•  High performance fiberglass  
 insulation system
•  Dupont Tedlar Architectural Membrane

Gymnasiums A Faster Way to Build 
Engineered & Manufactured by Sprung Instant Structures
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